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DeSantis, Haley Face “Do or Die” Situation In
New Hampshire — It’s Time To Drop Out
Geoffrey A. Fields

538: New Hampshire Poll 1-16-24

Trump: 43.5%

Haley: 30.6%

DeSantis: 5.4%



As we gear up for the 2024 Republican Primary in New Hampshire, the political stage is

ablaze with excitement and suspense. Just a week after Donald Trump's commanding

30-point win in the Iowa Caucus, all eyes turn to the Granite State, where voters will cast

their ballots next Tuesday

.

The race was over before it started, now Trump's rivals, Ron DeSantis and Nikki Haley,

face critical "Do or Die" moments in their campaigns. Despite calls for them to step

aside, the nature of politicians often proves to be stubborn, and both candidates appear

determined to prove their mettle in the contested primary.

Trump's Iowa sweep looms large, casting a shadow over the entire Republican

landscape. His victory speech was Presidential, thanking challengers but going after the

Democrats saying "Joe Biden is the worst president in the history of this country...

November 5th is the big day we take back our country". The New Hampshire Primary

becomes a battleground, a chance for those daring to challenge Trump's grip on the

party to make their stand.

Adding a dash of surprise to the mix, 2024 hopefuls Doug Burgum and Vivek

Ramaswamy made waves by throwing their support behind Trump. Vivek’s exit in Iowa

will help Trump on the margins in NH.

As the spotlight turns to the heart of New Hampshire, this primary isn't just about a

regional race – it's a heartbeat moment that could echo throughout the entire nation.
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Trump's projected win in the coming days will ripple through the political landscape,

influencing the path of the Republican Party and leaving an indelible mark on the

broader narrative of American politics.
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